
 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 

 

As we start the new term, there are just a few things we would like to raise/remind you about to help us run 

troop nights smoothly.  

 

1. Attendance 

If your Scout is NOT attending the troop night, can you let one of the leaders know asap please. As we 

are sure you can understand, it takes a lot of time to plan Scouts into a group for activities/badges and 

this can cause disruption when having to re-plan a night at the beginning of Scouts.  

 

2. Regular absence 

At Scouts we have limited spaces available and we also need to take into consider Cubs moving up to 

Scouts. With this in mind, if your Scout has an un-informed absence for 3 weeks convectively, this will 

be flagged up and leaders will contact you with regards to their absence.   

 

3. Letters 

As we have a lot of opportunities across various activities and camps, we are sure you understand there 

are a lot of letters that are issued. With this in mind and thinking of the environment all of our letters 

will be posted onto the Scout section page of the website www.5thcarlton.org.uk/scouts. 

You will find all the letters and planning available on the right hand side of the page. News of any 

activities coming up will be posted on to the news page of the website.   

 

4. End of night information 

At the end of the night lots of information is given out to the Scouts. This can include information for 

the following week, payment deadlines for activities/camps and any other important information that 

needs to be known. Therefore, we would appreciate it if everyone could listen to this information to 

prevent repetition of this information. Scouts are encouraged as part of their inspection to bring 

pens/pencil and paper in their scout shirt pocket to write anything down they need to remember.  

 

 

We are looking forward to another term of Scouting fun and new Scouting adventures. 

 

Many thanks Nat and Aaron. 

 

 

http://www.5thcarlton.org.uk/scouts

